PRODUCT SHEET

Fibre Patch Panels

The line of fibre patch panels includes both fixed angled panels as well as two versions of drawer products; one
with straight replaceable fronts and one with angled front.
The angled fronts are designed to give the best connector protection as well as the best labelling possibilities.
With the angled front, the connectors will not create any problems when closing the rack door, or take away any
space you need on the rear side to organise your fibres.
The drawer with a straight replaceable front offer the possibility of replacing the front depending on adapter type
(SC duplex, ST) and number of adapters required, thus offering a cost effective set of combinations.
All fibre patch panels and drawers offer each in principle two options : one where preterminated pigtails are
used, and one where the connectors are directly terminated on to the fibres. A strain relief at the rear of the
panel allows for a tight fastening of the cable, along with a screw fastener for the cevlar.
The fixed angled panels are also supplied with a snap-on metal cover to protect the fibres. Most of the panels
can be delivered in brushed aluminium or dark grey (RAL 7024).
All panels are manufactured out of 100% recyclable material.
15 year product guarantee.
4732-031

4732-716

Angled fibre panel, 12 x SC/ST
duplex, with cassette and adapters

4732-724

Angled fibre panel, 12 x SC duplex,
with adapters

4732-704

Angled fibre panel, 24 x ST, with
cassette and adapters

4732-722

Angled fibre panel, 24 x ST,
with adapters

4732-00

Basic unit, without front plate,
direct connection

7212-1123

Angled fibre drawer,12x SC
duplex, w/ cassette and adapters
For ordering information, see next page
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Ordering information
Aluminium

Dark grey
(RAL 7024)

Fibre panel, fixed, angled, 1U
Direct splicing of fibres
24 x ST, with adapters
24 x ST, no adapters
12 x SC duplex, with adapters,
12 x SC duplex, no adapters
12 x SC/ST duplex, with adapters

4732-7014
4732-7214
4732-7114
4732-7234
4732-7154

4732-701
4732-721
4732-711
4732-723
4732-715

For Pig-tail splicing
24 x ST, with cassette, with adapters
24 x ST, with cassette, no adapters
12 x SC duplex, with cassette, with adapters
12 x SC duplex, with cassette, no adapters
12 x SC/ST duplex, with cassette, with adapters

4732-7044
4732-7024
4732-7144
4732-7124
4732-7164

4732-704
4732-702
4732-714
4732-712
4732-716

Fibre panel, with drawer, straight, 1U
Basic unit, without front plate, direct connection
Front, 12xST, with fibre winding and adapters
Front, 124xST, with fibre winding and adapters
Front, 12xSC duplex, with fibre winding and adapters

4732-00
4732-051
4732-031
4732-06

Fibre panel, with drawer, angled, 1U
Direct splicing of fibres
24 x ST, with adapters
24 x ST, no adapters
12 x SC duplex, with adapters
12 x SC duplex, no adapters
12 x SC/ST duplex, with adapters

7224-0111
7224-0011
7212-0121
7212-0021
7212-0131

7224-0113
7224-0013
7212-0123
7212-0023
7212-0133

For Pig-tail splicing
24 x ST, with cassette, with adapters
24 x ST, with cassette, no adapters
12 x SC duplex, with cassette, with adapters
12 x SC duplex, with cassette, no adapters
12 x SC/ST duplex, with cassette, with adapters

7224-1111
7224-1011
7212-1121
7212-1021
7212-1131

7224-1113
7224-1013
7212-1123
7212-1023
7212-1133

Producer:

Telesafe AS

Distributor:

Distributør:

P.O. Box 384, 1372 ASKER, Norway
Phone: +47 66 76 06 00 Fax: +47 66 76 06 01
E-mail: sales@telesafe.no
Internet: www..telesafe.com
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